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In order to improve the image retrieval eﬀect of smart archives, reduce retrieval time, and enhance retrieval performance, this
paper proposes an image retrieval technology for smart archives from the perspective of national reading. According to the
concept of nationwide reading and considering the internal and external inﬂuencing factors, mobile visual retrieval service for
users of smart archives is provided, and the mobile visual retrieval model for users of smart archives is constructed by using a
standardized structure and mixed structure. During the operation of the model, the image feature similarity of the wisdom
archive is calculated, and the image is processed by the corresponding module, so as to realize the image retrieval technology
research of the wisdom archive from the national reading perspective. The experimental results show that the designed
technology has better retrieval eﬀect, shorter time, and better performance.

1. Introduction
Reading is not only a habit but also a practice of life. With the
advent of the era of microcommunication, reading, which
shoulders the important mission of inheriting human civilization, is also facing unprecedented crises and challenges.
In the context of the new era, China’s national reading
promotion work should also change new ideas, formulate
new development strategies and development trends, and
continue to be carried out continuously and eﬀectively as a
key cultural project to enhance the country’s cultural soft
power and comprehensive national strength. The advantages
of smart archives in archive collection, archive management,
and archive utilization are very prominent. As a direct
embodiment of archive utilization, how to optimize the service quality and expand the service content has always been
the research focus of scholars and all walks of life [1, 2].
Smart archives integrate RFID, Internet of Things, big data,
cloud computing, intelligent devices, and other emerging
technologies [3, 4]; break through the limitations of traditional physical libraries; optimize the service mode; and

provide more novel and humanized services [5, 6]. In order
to catch up with the times and provide users with faster,
diversiﬁed, and high-quality retrieval services with the help
of the development of the smart city, the image retrieval
function of smart archives is studied from the perspective
of national reading [7, 8].
Reference [9] uses a fast scanning method combined
with digital image processing technology as the standard
acquisition mode of the scanning electron microscope. An
eﬃcient and fast scanning method combined with digital
image processing technology is proposed to replace the
traditional slow scanning mode as the standard acquisition
mode of the general scanning electron microscope. The
SEM image obtained by this method has the same quality
as the slow scanning image in terms of clarity and noise
and can suppress the adverse eﬀect of charging under full
vacuum, which is a challenging problem in this ﬁeld. Two
problems need to be solved in the design of this method:
one is to use the inverse ﬁlter to properly compensate the
image quality based on the frequency characteristics of TV
scanned images and the other is to design an accurate image
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integration technology, whose position alignment is robust
to noise, which involves using image montage technology
and estimating the number of images required for integration. Reference [10] proposed an active contour image segmentation based on a region edge driven by region fuzzy
energy and constructed an active contour line based on the
region edge. The contour line is driven by mixed and local
fuzzy region energies, which is used to segment images with
high noise and uneven intensity. The energy functional is
composed of region energy and edge energy. The region
energy is composed of the mixed fuzzy region term and
the local fuzzy region term. The purpose is to stimulate the
initial contour to move to the accurate object boundary
and prove the convexity of the algorithm to ensure that the
segmentation result is independent of initialization. The
mixed fuzzy region term can balance the importance of the
target and background, while the local fuzzy region term
combines spatial and local information, which can reduce
the inﬂuence of intensity heterogeneity in a given image.
Although the above research has made some progress, the
research on image retrieval of smart archives is not suﬃcient; at present, the image retrieval eﬀect of smart archives
is not good, the retrieval time is too long, and the retrieval
performance is weak. Therefore, the image retrieval technology of smart archives under the national reading vision is
proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed technique has better retrieval eﬀect, shorter retrieval time, and
better retrieval performance.

2. Image Retrieval of Smart Archives from the
Perspective of National Reading
2.1. Universal Reading. Reading is an important activity of
human beings, an important way for the continuous inheritance and continuation of human civilization, and one of the
important methods for human beings to enrich their spiritual life and improve their self-cultivation [11, 12]. In recent
years, with the intensiﬁcation of the reading crisis, national
reading has received extensive attention again. With the
popularization and promotion of national reading activities
across the country, it has also become an important national
cultural development strategy and an important means to
enhance the national cultural soft power.
With the rapid development of science and technology,
all kinds of new media continue to emerge and ﬁll people’s
lives. With the popularization of the concept of “new
media,” the corresponding communication methods and
characteristics are derived [13, 14]. Cultural communication
scholars have pointed out that the use of new means of
communication has brought profound changes to people’s
expression, expression content, social culture, and organization of social events. In this new era environment, traditional
media and communication methods are experiencing
unprecedented impact and challenges, and traditional reading forms are not an exception [15].
Personally speaking, reading is a manifestation of ability.
However, with the acceleration of the pace of social life and
the increase of life pressure, people are more and more
inclined to shallow reading, utilitarian reading, entertain-
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ment reading, fragmented reading, and other reading
methods. The traditional reading form based on reading
books is undergoing severe challenges [16]. The above shows
the importance and value of carrying out national reading
promotion activities. In the era of microcommunication
dominated by new media, it is necessary to further improve
the National Reading Promotion Strategy in combination
with the characteristics of the new era [17, 18]. At the same
time, the development and popularization of national reading activities also need to establish a standardized and standardized theoretical system as a support, and the promotion
of national reading needs to establish a complete and longterm operation mechanism as a guarantee. We should clarify
the status and role of relevant government departments, the
publishing industry, smart archives, and other organizations
in the whole operation mechanism, pay attention to the
publicity and promotion role of the media, and jointly
explore the development and promotion strategies of
national reading activities in combination with relevant
theories.
2.2. Smart Archive User Mobile Visual Retrieval Service. The
intelligent mobile archive visual search model is a new service mode in smart archives. It provides users with diﬀerent
needs by using the Internet plus intelligent terminal [19, 20].
The new features of the model not only are suitable for most
users to participate in the utilization eﬃciently and eﬀectively but also can provide corresponding resource retrieval
services based on the personalized needs of diﬀerent users.
Considering the internal and external factors, it is necessary and feasible to realize the mobile visual retrieval service
of smart archive users according to service retrieval [21, 22].
In the mobile visual retrieval service program, a mobile
visual retrieval service model for smart archive users under
service retrieval is constructed based on workﬂow guidance
[23]. The main components of the model are user interaction module, retrieval organization module, service selection
module, and resource acquisition module.
Taking the mobile visual retrieval service of smart
archive users as a process of demand collection task modeling task solving, the main steps of the mobile visual retrieval
service are shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the workﬂow of the mobile visual
retrieval service for users of the smart archive is as follows:
(i) Step 1: users upload wisdom archive images.
(ii) Step 2: smart archive image processing, including
fuzzy image processing and light adjustment, etc.
[24].
(iii) Step 3: smart archive image audit, including malicious image retrieval and advertising monitoring,
to provide users with green and healthy resources.
(iv) Step 4: image semantic annotation of wisdom
archive, including image object retrieval, image scene
retrieval, and image instantiation representation.
(v) Step 5: diversiﬁed retrieval, including search by
image and search by image mode [25, 26].
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Figure 1: Workﬂow diagram of mobile visual retrieval service.

(vi) Step 6: the retrieval results show that in the continuous interaction program with users, the retrieval
results are organized and optimized, and at the
same time, they are arranged in order according to
relevant procedures, so as to provide users with a
relatively complete and accurate retrieval result.
2.3. Smart Archive User Mobile Visual Retrieval Model.
Based on the needs of users, the workﬂow of mobile visual
retrieval for smart archive users is determined according to
the mobile visual retrieval service program from the perspective of national reading, and the speciﬁc service components
are determined by service selection, so as to call relevant
services for the corresponding operation according to the
temporal relevance of the workﬂow.
The basic structure of the smart archive user mobile
visual retrieval model includes several modes such as standardized structure and hybrid structure, which are diﬀerent
[27, 28]. In order to ensure that the visual resources of smart
archive users are fully used to improve the basic performance of mobile visual retrieval, the model takes the standard structure as a template to construct the mobile visual
retrieval service model structure of smart archive users
under service retrieval. The main work bearer in the process
of building the model is the server, which includes resource
collection and storage, retrieval and selection of relevant
technical services, and retrieval, so as to complete the mobile
visual retrieval service [29, 30]. The mobile intelligent terminal only needs to get the visual target object and upload it to
the server. After the server implements the retrieval and
completes the mobile visual retrieval service, the retrieval
results are fed back to the user. The structure of the smart
archive user mobile visual retrieval model under service
retrieval is shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that in the process of constructing the mobile vision retrieval model of smart archive
users under service retrieval, it retrieves the retrieval targets
that can meet the needs in various open service platforms
based on mobile vision retrieval service programs [31, 32].
In the mobile vision retrieval service, the retrieval target is
from open and free AI and resource platform to provide
technical service data for the ﬁnal retrieval. In service
retrieval, local storage is implemented for relevant open service technical documents, technical services are described
based on technical documents, and a service catalog is
formed according to function classiﬁcation, which is convenient to call at any time.
2.4. Calculate Image Feature Similarity of Smart Archives.
Taking the fuzzy space of image features of smart archives
as the limited range, the similarity of image features of smart
archives is calculated. For the similarity of image features
of smart archives, set it as X SD , and formula (1) can be
obtained:
X SD =

∑ni=1 ðK i , F i Þ
:
g
∑i=1 H i

ð1Þ

In formula (1), n represents the weight coeﬃcient of
image texture feature of smart archives, g represents the
friction coeﬃcient, K i represents the abscissa of the onedimensional ﬂattening distance of image information of
smart archives, F i represents the ordinate of onedimensional ﬂattening distance of image information of
smart archives, and F i represents the weight coeﬃcient
of the shape feature of the image of smart archives. The
abscissa and ordinate of the one-dimensional leveling distance of the image information of the smart archives can
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Figure 2: User mobile visual retrieval model of smart archives
under service retrieval.

directly determine the speciﬁc point information of the
image information of the smart archives in the fuzzy
space, which is the fuzzy feature description of the image
of the smart archives [33, 34]. Based on formula (1), calculate the basic features of the smart archive image and
obtain the comprehensive information table of image feature similarity of smart archives, as shown in Table 1.
Combined with the information in Table 1, it can be seen
that the larger the sequence number of the fuzzy feature
value of the image of the smart archive, the higher the similarity, which is consistent with the fuzzy distance attribute.
The key parameters aﬀecting the fuzzy feature value of the
image of the smart archive include the color, texture, shape,
and other information of the image of the smart archive.

3. Realize the Image Retrieval Technology of
Smart Archives from the Perspective of
National Reading
Intelligent archive image retrieval technology represents the
image feature retrieval of network intelligent archives, which
belongs to multimodal retrieval. In the retrieval process,
there is a certain logical correlation between the bottom features and the high-level semantics, which can be represented
by the directed graph of image data. A piece of network news
data contains multiple identiﬁcations. According to the
modal data type of the image of the network intelligent
archives, the identiﬁcations include the relationship set of
network news text keywords, image scene features, character
features, picture features, and text features [35]. Among
them, the network news text keywords can reﬂect the
retrieval needs of users. According to the intensity of users’
needs, the keywords have an order list, and the image scene
features represent the place where the network news occurs.

According to the above image features, the directed graph
theory model is used to describe the relevance of the image
retrieval technology of the smart archives, so as to realize
the image retrieval of the network smart archives [36]. The
image features are analyzed in the database, and the image
analysis is realized through preprocessing. The image
retrieval process is shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, the information load inside the
image retrieval structure of the wisdom archive also begins
to accumulate gradually until it completely matches the
actual classiﬁcation requirements of image resources in the
wisdom archive. The retrieval structure is shown in Figure 4.
As shown in Figure 4, the directed graph theoretical
model is deﬁned according to the image feature identiﬁcation
of the network smart archives, which can be expressed as
M XY = Dd × B jh :

ð2Þ

In formula (2), Dd represents the vertex set and B jh represents the edge set. The text keywords, image scene features,
and relation sets of intelligent archive image retrieval are
the vertices of the directed graph theoretical model, which
are represented by Op , and each Op represents the image data
features of network intelligent archives. The expression of
intelligent archive image retrieval technology is
Ob =

A
× Op × M XY :
B

ð3Þ

In formula (3), Ob represents the result of image retrieval
technology of smart archives. According to this result, the
semantic similarity between set A and set B is judged. If the
semantic similarity between set A and set B is high, there is
an indirect semantic relationship. The relationship between
image features and data of network smart archives is established through the proposed directed graph theory model.
The image retrieval of network smart archives can be realized
based on the directed graph theory model.
After the analysis of the image characteristics of the network smart archives is completed, the image features, text
features, scene features, image edge features, etc. of the
image retrieval of the smart archives are retrieved. Network
users perform similarity retrieval on the underlying features
according to the retrieved keywords, use the directed graph
theory model to sort the retrieval needs of users, and output
the retrieval results, which are set as J g . The image features
existing in the results are selected according to the original
retrieval conditions, and the graph feature datasets A and
B are clustered by K-means. The retrieval result J g ′ is
obtained under the directed graph theoretical model. The
J g and J g ′ are retrieved according to the image visual features. The retrieval result can be expressed by the following
expression:
RT =

K × Jg
A × Jg ′ + B × Jg ′

:

ð4Þ
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Table 1: Image feature similarity of smart archives.
Image information fuzzy feature numerical
Fuzzy feature description state
sequence number of smart archives

Fuzzy distance attribute

Similarity

Related parameters

1
2
3

Nonnegativity
Symmetry
Trigonometric inequality

0.275
0.326
0.498

Color, texture, shape
Color, texture, shape
Color, texture, shape

Good
Good
Good

In formula (4), K represents the set of search results.
Thus, the research on image retrieval technology of
smart archives from the perspective of national reading
is completed.
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Figure 3: Flow chart of image retrieval of smart archives based on
directed graph theory.
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Figure 4: Search structure.

In order to verify the eﬀectiveness of the image retrieval
technology of smart archives from the perspective of
national reading, a test platform with the functions of visual
feature processing and semantic information retrieval is
built. At the same time, the image retrieval eﬀect of smart
archives is veriﬁed through the corresponding sample database, feature database, and semantic information database.
During the construction of the test sample image library,
the information resource collector is written according to
Python to realize data acquisition, and a series of processing
is carried out for the obtained data to adjust the image
format and resolution. Finally, each image is encoded and
conﬁgured with a unique encoding. The experimental environment is shown in Figure 5.
Veriﬁcation was carried out in the experimental test
environment shown in Figure 5. The development language
was the C# programming language combined with Java language, and the development tools included Visual Studio
and Eclipse development tools. In addition, the safety data
analysis software and spatial distribution processing software are needed in the main control computer used in the
experimental test to count and process the test results of
the system. Image retrieval technology of the wisdom
archive under the national reading horizon of this paper
was used to retrieve two image sets of the wisdom archive,
record the recall rate of image retrieval of the wisdom
archive, and set them as the experimental group. The reference [9] technology and reference [10] technology were then
used to retrieve the image sets of the two wisdom archives,
and the recall rate of the image retrieval of wisdom archives
was also recorded by the software the TRS software, which
was set as the control group. Java language and the Web
page of the server side are used as the server framework.
After adjusting the overall framework, request processing is
the collection task of the smart archive. The collected archive
data is shown in Table 2.
Under the data of smart archives collected in Table 2,
after adjusting the database of smart archives to meet the
provisions of the agreement, prepare to use reference [9]
technology, reference [10] technology, and retrieval technology of this paper for testing, call the same indicators, and
compare the performance of the three technologies.
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Figure 6: Experimental results of retrieval rate.
Table 2: Collected data of smart archives.
Dataset name
Dataset 1
Dataset 2
Dataset 3
Dataset 4
Dataset 5
Dataset 6
Dataset 7
Dataset 8
Dataset 9
Dataset 10

File content

Data size (M)

Data dimension
File names
Identiﬁer
Coding format
File date
Proper noun
Organization
Record time
Data structure
File entity relationship

11.5
7.6
3.5
4.5
7.2
3.1
4.2
6.8
7.3
9.9

In the image retrieval of smart archives, the forms and
angles are diﬀerent, so it is relatively diﬃcult to retrieve.
Therefore, it is necessary to divide the images of smart
archives into blocks to improve the retrieval rate. The calculation formula of retrieval rate is
Sbl =

Ya
× 100%:
Ua

ð5Þ

In formula (5), Sbl represents the retrieval rate, Y a represents the number of face images retrieved, and U a represents
the number of overall images retrieved.
The reference [9] technology, reference [10] technology,
and retrieval technology in this paper are used to retrieve
face images at the same time. Formula (5) is used to calculate
the experimental results of the retrieval rate, and the experimental results of the retrieval rate obtained are shown in
Figure 6.
It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the number of
blocks is 10~50 m2, the retrieval rate shows an upward pattern, and when the block size is 50 m2, the retrieval rate
shows a peak. To achieve the highest, the image of smart
archives can obtain the best retrieval eﬀect. After the number

of blocks decreased from 50 m2, the number of searches
showed a downward pattern. It can be seen that when the
block size is 50 m2, the retrieval eﬀect is the best. The
retrieval rate of the retrieval algorithm proposed in this
paper is 95%, while the retrieval rate of the reference [9]
retrieval technology is 57%, and the retrieval rate of the
reference [10] retrieval technology is 45%. Therefore, the
retrieval technology proposed in this paper can better use
the matching block to ﬁt the information. By weighing the
two results of image segmentation and matching ability, it
can realize data retrieval and improve the retrieval ability
of the retrieval process.
After several experiments to determine the retrieval rate,
the retrieval time is calculated, and the experimental results
are shown in Table 3.
According to Table 3, the retrieval time of the technology proposed in this paper is only 1.61 s, which is signiﬁcantly less than those of the technologies in reference [9]
and reference [10], when retrieving images of the smart
archive with the same amount of data. The reason for this
phenomenon is that the retrieval technology proposed in
this paper can retrieve the multimodal features of images
into a uniﬁed system through the directed graph theory,
quickly analyze the morphological patterns of diﬀerent systems, sort the data according to the analysis phase diagram,
and complete the information retrieval. Make statistics on
the selected samples of multiple smart archives and their
disclosure risks and risk levels, and the comparison results
are shown in Table 4.
Through the comparison and statistics of the data in
Table 4, it is found that there is an obvious deviation
between the technology in reference [9] and the technology
in reference [10] in terms of risk value and risk level, while
the technical output value in this paper is close to the index
setting value, and the diﬀerence is small, so the risk level
evaluation result is more accurate.
To sum up, when the block size is 50 m2, we retrieve the
best eﬀect; this paper puts forward the retrieval algorithm
retrieval rate as 95%, the retrieval time spent only 1.61 s,
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Table 3: Experimental results of retrieval time.
Features

Reference [9] technology

Retrieval time (s)
Reference [10] technology

Paper technology

6.58
6.03
7.29
8.14
7.01

5.55
6.22
7.52
8.02
6.83

1.33
2.25
1.55
1.30
1.61

Text features
Scene features
Character characteristics
Multimodal feature
The average

Table 4: Comparison results of disclosure risk and risk level.
Smart archive sample serial number
Value at risk
Indicator setting value

Reference [9] technical
output value
Reference [10] technical
output value
Technical output value of
this paper

Risk level
Value at risk
Risk level
Value at risk
Risk level
Value at risk
Risk level

1

2

3

0.721
Highly controllable
information disclosure risk
0.865
Controllable information
disclosure risk
0.896
Controllable information
disclosure risk
0.722
Highly controllable
information disclosure risk

0.801
No user privacy disclosure
risk
0.905
Highly controllable
information disclosure risk
0.997
Highly controllable
information disclosure risk
0.806
No user privacy disclosure
risk

0.347
High uncontrollable
leakage risk
0.697
Intermediate
uncontrollable leakage risk
0.645
High uncontrollable
leakage risk
0.345
High uncontrollable
leakage risk

the output value and index set values approach deviation;
with regard to the design of nationwide reading horizon,
wisdom archives of image retrieval technology have good
performance and are feasible in practical application.

5. Discussion and Analysis
(1) The smart archive service is user-oriented and needs
to go out. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce various external forces to meet the requirements of the
environment. The service of intelligent archives
searches the Internet plus the transboundary mode,
which can promote the transformation of traditional
archival information service: the development and
service of archival information resources will be
transformed into a joint operation by ﬁghting alone.
The single platform operation of the library becomes
a cross-platform collaboration. The single source of
information has changed into a multichannel. Information services change from one-way to interactive.
The service has changed from passive to active.
Limited services become ubiquitous services. Make
use of the integration advantages of coconstruction
and sharing of information resources, the professional complementary advantages of cross-border
cooperation, the self-media advantages of serving
the interaction between host and object, and the
comprehensive advantages of the role of technology
platform resources to carry out multiadvantage

management and supervision, so as to realize highquality cross-border cooperation
(2) In the ubiquitous network environment, the smart
archives should collect and delete information
through the cloud platform, so as to become an
information center. The establishment of the information center needs the requirements of the complete life chain of information from generation to
reconstruction, such as Internet access, Internet of
Things matching, capture of information collection
tools and storage, and analysis and recreation of later
resource integration. Collect and integrate the hub
information resources of the center, combine the
access standards and industry norms in various
ﬁelds, and innovate management and technology to
ensure the absolute security of information. On the
premise of obtaining the consent of the main party,
develop uniformly and realize sharing, form oppressive passive supervision through multiparty retrieval,
and implement cross-border multiparty supervision
from an external perspective
(3) The biggest feature of the smart archive service based
on the Internet plus is the interconnection of multiple technologies, equipment and users, and archives.
From archives to users, information is transmitted
all the time. The realization of interconnection is
the lifeblood of communication between smart
archives and diﬀerent users in various departments.
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The timeliness and quality of communication
depend on the realization of interconnection technology. Interconnection is manifested in the interactive communication between objects, between
objects and networks, and between networks. Smart
archive posts must be arranged within the framework of laws and regulations due to information
security, and “dancing with chains” is the primary
principle. For both front-line service posts and editing, research and editing posts have their speciﬁc job
requirements, and randomness is unreasonable. The
collection, sorting, security, and management of
archives must be accurate to each ﬁle. Meticulous
and cumbersome work cannot be avoided. Archivists
should understand the particularity of their posts
and clearly position themselves. The smart archive
service needs to reﬂect on the concept, technology,
and operation, reasonably formulate work development expectations on this basis, actively start from
their own strength, and start from every small matter
of doing a good job. Identify with the archival work,
respect the archival industry, be in awe, and operate
the archives as a lifelong career, so as to ﬁnd and
realize self-worth in the archives

6. Conclusions and Prospects
6.1. Conclusions. Eﬀective conclusions are obtained through
research, and the problems of poor image retrieval eﬀect,
long retrieval time, and weak retrieval performance of the
current smart archive are solved. The speciﬁc contents are
as follows:
(1) The designed technology can better use the matching
block to ﬁt the information. By weighing the two
results of image segmentation and matching ability,
it can realize data retrieval and improve the retrieval
ability of the retrieval process
(2) From the perspective of national reading, the image
retrieval technology of smart archives takes signiﬁcantly less retrieval time
(3) The output value of this paper is close to the technical evaluation value, and the result is relatively
accurate
6.2. Prospects. The image retrieval technology of smart
archives is a wide-ranging research problem, which involves
the organization of digital resources, feature extraction and
description of visual resources, visual resource retrieval,
and other key technologies. The research content is rich
and the task is arduous. It will continue to be supplemented
and improved in the future research work.
(1) Build a complete platform from front-end interactive
web pages to back-end retrieval organization development and provide complete and optimized mobile
visual retrieval services for smart archives. Build a
rich resource ontology and establish semantic associ-

ations between resources, so as to provide an orderly
and structured visual knowledge resource basis for
image retrieval
(2) Expand the scope of service discovery and service
selection and select the most appropriate image
retrieval technology service according to the strategy
of local optimization or global optimization. Carry
out total quality management on the image retrieval
organization of smart archives, pay attention to the
security guarantee in service retrieval, improve the
automation of semantic-based service retrieval, and
evaluate and optimize the accuracy and breadth of
visual retrieval results
(3) The semantic information of the image is extracted
through the image annotation of the smart archives,
the semantic information is segmented and screened
by using natural language processing technology,
and the ontology is further studied. The breadth
and accuracy of the retrieval results need to be further evaluated and considered
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